Vacancy

C++ Developers
location: Arnhem
We’re going to revolutionize end-to-end identity solutions. If you’re as excited as us about
redefining secure identities on (mobile) devices, it’s time to join the revolution. Are you passionate
about development in C++ for client and mobile platforms? We have a challenge for you!

Your challenge as our C++ Developer
As our new C++ Developer you will be working on our security solution SafeSign IC. You’ll be
developing and implementing components, execute security updates, bug fixes and maintain the
existing software components of SafeSign IC. You provide support during analysis of complicated
customer issues and/or new customer requirements and help us to bring authentication and digital
document signing to it’s next level.

Our development team
Our Development and Service teams works together with our partners to deploy our software
solutions to protect citizens, patients, users and employees with sensitive data and critical
infrastructures. You can read more on the projects on our website >

Can you help us pull it all together?
We’re looking for a Developer with excellent knowledge of C++ with the following profile:









Has a Bachelor or Master degree in IT;
Has at least 3+ years of programming experience and knowledge of C++;
Has experience with developing for (mobile) platforms and devices like iOS, Android,
Windows, MAC (OS X) or Linux/Unix;
You can communicate (fluently) in Dutch or English;
You are located around Arnhem/Nijmegen (or willing to re-locate);

A love of playing darts is optional, but encouraged;
Pre: If you have programming knowledge of Objective-C.

In the context of the integrity and / or reliability of our staff we can conduct a security screening during
the application process. Therefore, we seek only C++ Developers with the European nationality.

We look forward to meeting you!
If you are interested in this opportunity and feel that you have the relevant skills,
qualifications and experience, please send your resume to recruitment@aeteurope.com

Need more info?
We can understand you want to know more about the job or the company of AET. If you still
have questions, don’t hesitate to give us a call on: +31263653350 Ask for Bert Smid, our
Development Manager.

